
 

 

MLDMHI ALUMNI ASSOCIATION (MLDMHIAA) 

 Third alumni meet: 12th March 2023 

 

It was an event awaited by the institute and the prestigious alumni as it was happening after 

a gap of three long years due to the covid- 19 breakout. The alumni were slated to meet on 

the 12th of March 2023 in the auditorium at DMH, Palghar and cherish their achievements 

and remember our beloved NLT sir.   

As stated the occasion was special. The alumni meet was kept primarily to experience the 

journey of our senior most alumnus, Dr. Dilip Nandha. This important sharing was followed 

by the reminiscence of our beloved NLT sir after an unanticipated event in February 2023 of 

his demise.  

The second floor of the RHH was indeed decked up to receive the alumni. The students and 

faculty devoted the best part of the previous evening and night to decorate the place and 

showcase the achievements of the institute in a nutshell. Creativity was at its height in 

visualizing the hand packed memento  comprising of a pen (with engraved MLDMHIAA) 

provided to each alumnus. Team Bhopoli had created and presented a short video 

showcasing the growth of the institute over the previous decade. 

It was a joyous moment for the ICR- MLDMHI fraternity to listen and observe the journey of 

Dr Dilip in various arenas of his life. It was an outcome of the labour of teaching and love by 

our beloved senior faculty in giving a direction to the budding homoeopath to lead the torch 

of Homoeopathy in Standardize practice. Also, the important and wonderful sharing of his 

stories about older days at the Alma mater and taking up positives from those to advance 

towards brighter future. This has definitely given a source of inspiration to most of the 

alumni and the younger students who attended the function. 

After an impressive sharing of personal and professional journey of Dr. Dilip Nadha sir, all 

came together to remember NLT sir from their deep rooted emotional memories of sir. 

Many have shared their emotional memories with NLT sir, especially Dr. Tanvir who burst 

out while talking about him and her experience of overcoming specific sensitivity. Many 

others like Dr. Bhagirath, Dr. Radhakrishna, and Dr. Rajesh Nalawade etc. went back on their 

memory lane and expressed about them to the group. The important teaching of sir of life 

and livings had stuck every one and was shared by all. His care for the patient along with the 

physician with his styles of CSEF discussion certainly left a huge mark on each of our lives as 

shared by the Alumni.   



This was followed by a very important sharing of the Kolhapur Alumni chapter standing 

upfront all the time. They as a team and individuals shared their personal and team journey 

to achieve excellence and became the India’s second NABH accredited AYUSH multispecialty 

clinic.   

This eye opening and inspirational sharing was followed by celebration of achievements of 

Alumni in various fields of their professional career. They were felicitated for acquiring a 

variety of achievements in the fields of homoeopathy at government levels to achieving 

success, even by clearing the international medical exams. Ten alumni were felicitated with 

NLT sir’s book and warli artwork (not bouquet), so that their journey towards unprejudice 

and excellence continues.  It is notable that in spite of many hurdles and time constrains, 

the attendance at the function was impressive and total of 55 Alumni could attend and 

share their view with the newer generation of students. After which all were welcomed by 

recent batch students along with their faculties in their respective departments. A lot of 

meaningful discussion occurred relating to deepening the associations of the members and 

establishing a two-way traffic whereby the members would benefit from the experienced 

faculty and would also contribute to the development of their respective departments. Also 

guide the freshly passed out students to settle in their practice.  

There are many decisions taken to involve the alumni for some or the other activities 

towards the common goal of community outreach. Some of the projects of the e-journal 

and podcasts were discussed by the team social media and the alumni. It was not all 

emotions and enjoyment and delicious food that marked this day. An important seminal 

decision was taken to conduct the future Alumni meet programs in month of Jan with well 

in advance notice to all. Some of the alumni also attended and participated in the annual 

function program (Euphoria 2023) alongside recent students.  

This is an additional step towards the long and endless journey. We look forward to many 

such occasions where the alumni meet, share and deepen their relationship so that the 

practice of standardized Homoeopathy grows and continues to spread all around. 

 

Departmental meetings: 

Department of psychiatry discussed out with alumni their experiences along with sharing of 

the changes and progress happened in department over the period of time. Interesting 

sharing of personal activities by alumni in the field of counseling, sexology etc. came out. All 

together decided to plan and conduct a national level seminar on upcoming World Mental 

Health day by involving all the alumni and recent students. Also alumni were encouraged to 

come up for podcast to share their experiences with the world and help the successive 

generations. Even certain decisions involving alumni for certain training activities for the 

departmental students was discussed and decided.  



Pediatric department discussed and planned for online/offline sessions by alumni 

frequently. Discussion with various alumni on the various schools of thoughts on what’s app 

group.  

Repertory department discussed with their alumni and finalized to keep current students in 

touch with their alumni as also to get guidance about the further career options. Also many 

more online or offline sessions like the one taken by Dr. Navnit and Aalim in past to be 

conducted often, possibly if once a month.  

Medicine department encouraged alumni to be more active in groups for updating the 

group with various knowledges and experiences, also to share their personal achievements 

with group. HOD encouraged alumni to participate actively in institutional activities like 

symposium etc.     

   

  

Dr. Rajesh Yadav 

General Secretary, MLDMHIAA and Reader, Department of Psychiatry 

 

List of Alumni felicitated 

Sr. 

No.  

Name of 

Alumnus 

Felicitated by Felicitated for 

1 Dr. 

Bhagirath 

Chauhan  

Dr. Anand Kapse Achivement of class 2 officer @Govt. hom. Medical 

college and recruiting many alumni’s at various 

homoeopathic colleges  

2 Dr. 

Bhiaravi 

Kothari  

Dr. Bipin Jain Achievement of becoming certified yoga therapist 

and Reiki practitioner of level 1,2 & 3  

3 Dr. Neha 

Shendre  

Dr. Shama Rao Second prize winner @ poster competition on 

international yoga day organized by AYUSH 2021 

and a topper of SGGU university entrance test for 

PhD 

4 Dr. 

Muhhamad 

Ubhranya  

Dr. Sunita 

Nikumbh  

Attempting and successfully completing and clearing 

an international (UAE) medical exam and licensed to 

practice at UAE 

5 Dr. Nikita 

Mehta  

Dr. 

Chandrashekhar 

Goda 

Successful completion and acquiring position of 

junior consultant at MLDMHI and outstanding 

poster presentation winner at LIGA 2022  

6 Dr. Arti Dr. Shama Rao A writer and author of many homoeopathic 



Alwani  remedies like, belladonna a glamorous beauty with 

a monstrous face, pulsatilla a tearful lady with a 

touchy belly etc.   

7 Dr. Usha 

Chawala 

Dr. Shama Rao Selection of two projects at STSH national level 

research- Retrospective observational study for 

assessment of relation between stress and primary 

infertility  

8 Dr. JIgar 

gori  

Dr. Shama Rao Active and constant involvement in Community 

wellness activities and felicitated for academic 

excellence at the community level, speaker for 

delivering academic sessions at IFPH   

9 Dr. Yogesh 

Patil  

Dr. 

Chandrashekhar 

Goda  

Successful clearing of GPSC and a govt. lecturer at 

govt. homoeopathic medical college Gujarat  

10 Dr. Keyur 

Vakharia  

Dr. Kumar 

Dhawale  

Successful and constant progress and achievements 

in fields of digital media and taking MLDMHI to all 

across the globe with use of that 
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